Realm Keepers: Episode Two (A Young Adult Fantasy) (Realm Keepers
Episodes)

Children in Our World. Heroes in
Another.50% off ALL Realm Keepers
episodes until Christmas!What if you and
your friends went to another world every
time you went to sleep?What if you spent
half your life on Earth and the other half
fighting for survival against foes too
terrible to be real?And what if you could
never tell anyone?This is reality for the
Realm Keepers: six kids from Earth thrust
into a terrifying war between Midrealm and
Chaos. Plucked from their ordinary lives
and given extraordinary powers, theyre the
only thing standing between us and
destruction.In Episode Two, Calvin and the
other Realm Keepers must begin to adjust
to their new lives. Because while they are
now the heroes of Midrealm, responsible
for saving two universes from the
encroachment of Chaos, they still have
lives here on Earth. But if Midrealm goes
unprotected, more lives than their own will
be lost...This is the second episode of
Realm Keepers. Each volume consists of
six regular episodes, and a Finale that is
three times the length (and price) of a
single episode, told from the perspective of
all six kids.??? An excellent beginning to
this fantasy adventure. I look forward to
reading more of this series.Ray Alan
Nicholson, Amazon top 1,000 reviewer???
This first episode is a great start to a YA
Fantasy series that even adults can
enjoy...Well written, interesting characters,
promising premise.Eric Guindon, The
Siege Perilous Podcast??? Its clear the
writers put a lot of effort into developing
each personality early on. The story line is
still gripping. It moves, but it doesnt move
so
fast
that
you
feel
its
unrealistic...Needless to say, Im a fan. On
to the next one.Heather, Amazon
ReviewerThe adventure in Midrealm
continues. Add it to your cart now!
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